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ABSTRACT

This study analyzed driver’s speeds prior to entering school zones as well as the
speeds traveling through school zones. A comparison was conducted to determine if
drivers complied with school speed zones using only the standard school sign
arrangement found in the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Device. Two rural school
zones in Oconee County, South Carolina were analyzed in this study as rural areas tend to
have higher speeds and fewer other factors that could contribute to changes in driver
behavior. In order to gather data, data collection devices known as Hi-Stars were placed
in the roadway on both approaches to the schools. These devices record several
parameters for all vehicles passing over the device including: date, time, speed, vehicle
length, and headway.
Statistical analyses were performed on the speed data to determine if drivers do
slow down in school zones for the posted times as compared to upstream travel speeds.
Speeds in the school zones were found to be lower, but not fully compliant with the
posted school speed limit. However, compliance was greater at the elementary school
where the difference between posted limits was 10 mph, as compared to the high school
with a 20 mph differential in posted speeds. The regular speed limit on approach to both
schools was 55 mph. . It was unclear if school level had an affect on driver speeds
because the posted school zone speed limits were different. It was also found that the
lane adjacent to the school had lower speeds than the lane opposite the school. This
could be a result of better traffic flow in the presence of a left turn lane for the lane
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opposite the school – no right turn lane was present for the lanes closest the schools.
Although the speeds during the morning and afternoon times.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

In 2005, the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, and Efficient Transportation Equity Act:
A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU) was passed by the United States Legislature, setting
aside funds for provision of safe routes to school to encourage walking, biking and
general physical fitness of our youth. The funds from this section can be used for
construction of infrastructure, such as sidewalks and bicycle facilities, traffic calming
devices, and pedestrian crossing improvements, as well as develop programs for
education and enforcement. On a more local level, the South Carolina Legislature also
recently passed a bill to fund programs to encourage healthy lifestyles for children. One
of these programs is called “Walk to School South Carolina.” This program encourages
children to have healthy lifestyles and prescribes routes for students to walk to school. To
facilitate the outcomes of increased pedestrian and bicycle travel to and from school
desired from both of these bills, there is a need to ensure the provision of safe pedestrian
and bike facilities around our schools. If such facilities do not exist, there is little hope
that the associated programs will have positive effects
While safety is a primary objective for all transportation projects, it is of utmost
importance for projects involving pedestrians and bicyclists, because these groups are
particularly vulnerable to risk of serious injury or death if involved in a crash with a
motor vehicle. More so than teen or adult pedestrians and bicyclists, young children are
often considered to be at even greater risk. Children are typically less alert to their
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surroundings and may enter active travel lanes without notice. Therefore, it is necessary
to study the safety of the transportation network in and around existing school zones as a
component of these programs.
Currently, the requirements for traffic control and school speed zones are
contained within the Manual for Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD). For school
zones, the MUTCD outlines size, shape, color, type, and placement of signs. However,
there are a number of optional additions to the standard signage that are acceptable within
the current standards. While the intent of these additional sign treatments are to increase
awareness of the school zones, they do little to help standardize school zone signage. On
the setting of school speed limits, the MUTCD only states that an engineering study
should be performed. This has led to a development of a number of policies regarding
methods for setting school speed zones. Unfortunately, these policies vary significantly
from state to state and sometimes between jurisdictions in the same state. While some
use a standard school speed zone limit of 25 for urban school, others have variable limits
set 10-15 mph below the regulatory speed limit. Further, some states only use speed
zones for elementary and middle schools and not high schools. Can these differences
lead to more confusion and less compliance for school zones?
This study will examine driver speeds and compliance for standard MUTCD
school zone signage. The study area is rural, which would account for the majority of
school zones in South Carolina. Speeds both within the school zone and upstream of the
school zone were measured and compared to school zone speed limits. There are three
objectives of this research:
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•

The primary objective of this study is to determine if drivers make an effort to
slow down from normal operating speeds for the school zone. This objective will
show if the current MUTCD signage is acceptable for getting drivers to slow for
school zones. Compliance levels with the school speed zone and regulatory speed
limit will also be conducted.

•

A secondary objective of the study is to determine if school level has any affect
on driver behavior. Previous research suggests that school level might have an
affect on speeds in the school zone. In this study, a high school and an
elementary school were compared to see if the school level has an affect on the
speeds.

•

The third objective of this study is to determine if the time of the day has an affect
on the drivers’ speed. Multiple factors, such as natural lighting, or coming and
going from school may have an affect on the speeds drivers are traveling in the
morning and afternoon peak hours.
The remaining chapters in this document include a literature review,

methodology, results, discussion, and conclusion. The literature review summarizes
previous research on school zones and factors affecting school zone speed limits. The
methodology section explains how the data was collected in and out of school zones as
well as the process of implemented data collection in the field. The results section gives
the data collected in terms of mean speed and 85th percentile speed, as well as analysis of
variance (ANOVA) comparisons to determine drivers’ behavior in school zones. The
discussion section goes through the results and logically compares the results. Finally,
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the conclusion section gives recommendations from this study, as well as possible
directions for future research in this area.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW

The goal of traffic engineers is to provide a safe roadway environment to all road
users. Of particular concern are areas where there are interactions between drivers and
pedestrians, such as in urban business districts. However, in proximity to schools where
students walk, ride their bicycles, or get dropped off by parents or a school bus, the
conflicts can be particularly dangerous. Elementary school zones are even more of a
concern because of the age of the children. A number of safety improvements for school
zones have increased pedestrian safety; however, there are areas for improvement that
could save lives and make school zones safer for students. The current study will assess
compliance with speeds and determine whether drivers are slowing in school zones
marked with standard MUTCD signage. This information is important because it can help
determine if drivers are alert in school zones even if they are not in compliance with the
speed limit.
In recent years, legislation has been passed in order to try and improve the safety
of children on their routes to school. On August 10, 2005, the Safe, Accountable,
Flexible, and Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU)
was signed in order to promote safety, maintain and improve infrastructure, and authorize
funding in transportation (2005). This bill has a specific section that establishes funding
for a Safe Routes to School program. The goal of the Safe Routes to School program is
to get students to walk or ride bicycles to school to promote healthy and active lifestyle
choices. Funds from the program can be spent on a number of elements from engineering
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enhancements (crosswalk markings, signs, signals, etc.) to education (school programs,
pamphlets for parents, etc.). Recently, South Carolina adopted this program and created
“Walk to School South Carolina” campaign (Walk to School, 2006). In order for these
programs to work, school zones must be safe for pedestrians and bicyclists to commute to
school. Program encompasses school to setup study teams to analyze school routes for
interdisciplinary perspective.
School zones are of great importance to both traffic engineers as well as the
general public because of the risk associated with young pedestrians. Pedestrians, in
general, create an issue for drivers because their movements are much harder to predict
than drivers’ movements (Yu, 1971). Children are often less conscious of the
consequences than adult pedestrians. Elementary aged school children are of greater
concern to drivers, parents, and engineers as they are often distracted and may run ahead
of a group of children or push one another. Yu (1971) stated that “very young pedestrians
are often careless in traffic from ignorance and exuberance” (p. 392). According to a
study by Aggarwal and Mortensen (1993), the pedestrians that are most likely to be
involved in traffic related fatalities are older than 65 and younger than 14. Because of
these statistics and expert opinions, school zone safety is still a major issue for child
safety.
The MUTCD (2003), which is produced by the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA), sets standards for how signing and striping should appear on the roadway. The
MUTCD was developed to create a consistent use of signs for all states, counties, and
municipalities so that every driver is familiar with signing and marking. For school
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zones, the MUTCD outlines size, shape, color, type, and placement of signs. According
to the MUTCD, the minimum standard includes a speed limit sign (R2-1) that should be
rectangular (24 x 30 inches), white with black lettering and placed one hundred feet from
the school property line. These signs are supplemented with plaques that are yellow with
the word “School” in black (S4-3), and times of the school zone with a white background
with the times printed in black (S4-1). This sign arrangement can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Minimum School Zone Signage (MUTCD, 2003)

All of the school zone signs must follow the minimum standards outlined in the
MUTCD. However, the addition of optional features to attract more attention, such as
flashing beacons, is amenable. Speeds for the school zones signs should be determined by
an engineering study, according to the MUTCD. School zones are also defined by the
MUTCD as one hundred feet from the school property line.
Recently released, “An Expert System for Recommending Speed Limits in Speed
Zones,” can be used to determine regulatory speeds for sections of roadway based on the
characteristics of the roadway. This system uses prevailing speeds, information about the
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roadway, and surveys from experts to determine the speeds that are appropriate for given
conditions. The factors that are considered for roadway information include: “roadway
characteristics such as shoulder condition, grade alignment, and sight distance; pace
speed; roadside development and environment; parking practices and pedestrian activity;
and reported crash experience for at least a 12-month period (Lemer, 2007).’’ The experts
included traffic engineers, police officers, and road safety experts. The system was
developed by surveying experts to have them suggest speeds for each condition that the
system considers. The application can be accessed through the Internet at
http://www2.uslimits.org. While this application can be used to determine an effective
base speed, it does not help in the setting of variable speed limits such as school zones.
Very little guidance was found on the setting of school speed zones. A survey
conducted by the ITE Traffic Safety Council in 1999, however, describes the
discrepancies in school speed zone setting practices (‘‘Establishing Reduced Speed
School Zones’’, 2000). This survey asked experts about criteria involving school zones
such as: the length of the school zone, locations of the school zone, and posted speeds
and enforcement. It also analyzed accident data before and after school zone installation.
The experts mention many different scenarios and possible ways to arrange school zones.
School zone practices should be more uniform in order to increase driver expectancy.
Multiple studies have analyzed different methods to draw drivers’ attention
towards the school zone. Many of these studies deal with the signalization and signing of
school zones. The devices that have been studied include: school sign flashers (Burritt
and Kalivoda, 1990; Aggarwal and Mortensen, 1993; Hawkins, 1993; Schrader, 1999;
Saibel, Doane, Moffat, and Salzberg, P, 1999; Figure 2), speed-monitor displays (Cedar
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Rapids, 2006; Lee, 2006; Figure 3), modified signs (Hawkins, 1993; Schrader, 1999),
transverse striping (Schrader, 1999; Figure 4), and painted legends on the road (Schrader,
1999; Figure 5). These studies, which will be discussed in more detail later, had varying
levels of effectiveness, but most of the studies showed drivers were still driving above the
posted school zone speed limit, even with the enhanced signage.

Figure 2: School Zone Sign with Flashing Beacons (“School Zone Beacon,” 2007)
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Figure 3: Speed Monitor Display (“Speed Monitor Trailers,” 2007)

Figure 4: Transverse Striping (“Scruby, 2000")
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Figure 5: Painted School Zone Legend (“Curb Paint,” 2007)

Each device examined has varying characteristics to draw the driver’s attention to
the sign. School zone sign flashers consist of typical school zone signs with the addition
of yellow flashing beacons, approximately 12 inches in diameter, that flash during school
hours to draw attention to the sign. Speed monitoring displays use radar to detect the
oncoming vehicle’s speed and alert the driver of their speed as well as what the school
zone speed limit is. Modified signing techniques, such as using a lavender pole to
support the sign, are not commonly used but do provide yet another way to draw attention
to the school zone sign. Transverse striping involves painting lines perpendicular to the
edge lines and center lines that get closer together to make the driver feel as if they are
moving faster on the roadway. The final treatment researched in the studies were painted
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legends, which consist of painting the words “School Zone” in white on the road to draw
more attention to school zone.
In 1975, Rosenbaum, Young, Byington, and Basham conducted a study on
signage for maximum school zone compliance. This study was conducted in a rural area
with five different school zones. The study used an array of different signs to determine
which arrangement of signs created the most driver awareness as well as which
arrangement encouraged drivers to slow the most. The base scenario began with the
1961 MUTCD school zone standard, and then added one additional warning sign for each
new sign arrangement. The final arrangement started 1,650 feet in advance of the school
and had a “Reduce Speed When Flashing” (including flashers) sign, a school pedestrian
sign, an intersection sign, a school zone sign, and a “Speed Violation When Flashing”
sign which included flashers. The last sign in the arrangement was posted 450 feet in
advance of the school. Data was collected during arrival and departure periods as well as
randomly throughout the school day. The results of the study show that drivers did slow
down, from an average speed of 55 mph prior to the school zone signage to 42 mph after
passing the final school zone sign arrangement. This result shows that drivers will reduce
speed if they have ample warning of a school zone, but speeds were not reduced to the
posted speed limit.
Another study interviewed students and drivers while covertly measuring speeds
in the school zone (Reiss and Robertson, 1976). In this study, baseline speeds were
collected using radar guns. Police then stopped drivers who had just driven through the
school zone to interview them. This process took place in only one school zone with the
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school zone speed limit enhanced with flashing beacons. According to the interviews, 22
percent of drivers changed their driving behavior because of signage and 40 percent of
those drivers mentioned it was because of the school zone, so only eight percent of all
drivers interviewed mentioned the school zone signage. The researchers also found that
drivers tend to slow only when children were present and beacons were flashing. It was
found that 85 percent of the drivers were exceeding the school zone speed limit by
approximately ten miles per hour. Driver behavior prior to the school zone was not
examined, but according to the self-report method, some drivers did change their
behavior.
Another study also supports this notion. McCoy and Heimann (1990) examined
driving speeds in school zones based on different school zone speed limits. They found
that school zone signs can attract drivers’ attention, but other factors, mainly roadway
speed limits, contribute to compliance. The study showed that normal speed limits and
characteristics of the roadway influenced the speeds in school zones more than the posted
school zone speed limit. This study suggests the importance of making warning speeds
closer to normal speed limits in order to gain compliance, assuming the speeds provide
for a safe school zone and give appropriate stopping ability and sight distances.
Similarly, Fitzpatrick (2003) found that the posted speed limit has a stronger
relationship to the 85th percentile speed than design speed. Other factors that were found
to influence drivers’ speeds are the functional classification of the roadway, the access
density, pedestrian activity, pavement markings, on-street parking, and medians.
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Aggarwal and Mortensen (1993) looked at driver compliance for school speed
limits when flashers were used in the school zone. On a mast arm over the road, 12 inch
flashing beacons were installed with the school zone signs and speed data were collected
on Tuesdays and Thursdays to eliminate holidays and weekends. The results of this study
show a substantial speed reduction, between 2.8 mph and 7.6 mph, when flashers were
operating. However, it is unclear if speeds were reduced from speeds prior to the school
zone, when the flashers were not being used in the school zone. Aggarwal and Mortensen
mention that decreases in speed might be due to the drivers’ awareness of the traffic
control devices. This was not measured in the study, but was concluded after the study
was completed. Driver compliance with normal signage was not mentioned in the article,
which is the topic being studied in the current research.
While there are many different types of traffic control for school zones, many
studies exist debating which type of signalization and signage contribute most to
compliance with school zone speed limits. Schrader (1999) looked at multiple control
devices to determine which are most effective for school zones. The devices examined
included:
•

Standard school zone signage

•

Post mounted flashing beacon school zone signs

•

Modified signs with lavender poles, and transverse stripes

•

Span-wire mounted flashing beacons and school signs

•

Fiber-optic signs

•

Painted legends
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The transverse strips were lavender, and appeared on both sides of the school zone.
Lavender was chosen as it is not associated with any MUTCD colors. The stripes began
at 70 feet apart, and progressive got closer, to 50 feet, 30 feet, and finally 25 feet. The
span-wire mounted flashing beacons and school signs were placed in advance of the
school zone and appeared above the roadway on a span-wire. The fiber-optic sign was
placed where a normal standard school zone sign would be placed, but the entire sign lit
up to draw attention to the school zone, and was only illuminated at the start and end of
the school day. Painted legends were applied next to the school zone signs on each
approach. On the approach, the legend was an eight foot white “20,” which was the
speed limit, and at the end of the school zone a eight foot white “END” was painted. It
was found that the most effective measure, and the only measure that had statistically
significant results were the fiber-optic signs. The results from this study can be seen in
table 1 below. Schrader suggests in his conclusion that different school levels should be
analyzed to see if drivers react differently for different school levels. This suggests
drivers might be more prone to slow down for younger children rather than teenagers.
The current study will look at a high school and an elementary school to see if differences
in school level affect driver behavior.
Table 1: 85th Percentile Speeds (mph) Before and After Comparison (Schrader, 1999)
Data Set
1
2
3
4
Black Hawk School (No Changes)
Before
34 32 28 26
1 Month After
33 35 27 28
6 Month After
33 29 26 29
Butler School (Post-Mounted Flashing Yellow Becaons)
Before
20 26 26 31
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5

6

7

27
26
26

25
29
29

27
30
29

29

28

28

8

9

10

26

29

30

1 Month After
23 27 28 28 27 27
6 Month After
26 27 26 27 26 29
Christ the King School (Transverse Lavender Stripes)
Before
30 29 28 27 24 24
1 Month After
28 27 26 25 26 25
6 Month After
27 28 29 28 27 26
Fairview School (Spanwire-mounted Flashing Yellow Beacons)
Before
25 29 27 25 25 23
1 Month After
29 28 25 30 25 25
6 Month After
25 29 26 24 26 24
Saint Agnes School (Fiber Optic Signs)
Before
36 32 30 32 37 33
1 Month After
32 31 30 29 27 29
6 Month After
31 31 29 30 28 31
Ridgely School (Eight Foot Painted Legends)
Before
33 35 33 34 33 33
1 Month After
32 34 32 34 31 32

26
26

30
29

28
25
28

29
26
26

25
26

27
27

25
25
23
30
30
28

35
30
34

28
28

A study by Chowdhury, Warren, Bissel, and Taori (1998) examined advisory
speeds on roadways. This study looked at compliance rates with different amounts of
speed reduction at 28 locations. It found that there was more compliance when the
advisory speed was closer to the posted speed limit. However, this study looked at roads
with horizontal curvature and did not contain any school zones.
Another study by Ogle (2005) used 172 instrumented vehicles to examine day-today variability among driver behavior. This study found that there are different driver
behaviors in the morning and evening peak hours, with the morning speeds being slightly
faster than the evening. It also found that approximately 40% of the drivers were above
the posted speed limit. Ogle also mentions that younger drivers had higher observed
speeds. These drivers would be likely to have an effect on speeds in school zones where
younger drivers are commonly present.
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Most of the previous studies examine effects of signage, markings, and signals
beyond the standard MUTCD setup. This suggests that compliance trends are low for
standard school zone signage. While it is important to draw additional attention to a
school zone, little research has been completed to determine if the speed reduction is
significant relative to speeds prior to the school zone. Previous studies have focused on
relative effectiveness of school zone speed reduction measures, but there is little evidence
to show whether or not this speed reduction is significant from the travel speeds in
advance of the school zone.
Speed data were collected in school zones to determine the affects of the school
zone signage. The data was used to compare speeds will be the mean speed and the 85th
percentile speed. The 85th percentile speed is the speed at which 85 percent of the
population is driving below. Using this speed is a better measure of speed because it
includes a higher percentage of faster drivers than mean speed and provides some
indication of the level of speed under which most people drive. A large percentage of
drivers drive at a certain speed, and using the 85th percentile speed allows for a slightly
faster group of people to be included within the speed limit. This measure also accounts
for slower drivers that bring down the mean speed.
With data collected in and out of school zones for an elementary and a high
school, comparisons are able to be made to see possible changes in driving behavior.
One of the first things that can be considered is what effect rural school zones have on
drivers. For this question, out of school zone speeds will be compared with in school
zone speeds to see if drivers change their driving behavior based on a school zone. The
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initial hypothesis is that data will show the population slows down for the school zone,
but still not to compliance with the posted speed limit. This hypothesis was formed after
reading a study by Trinkaus. In 1998, Trinkaus conducted a study with a pace car in a
school zone that showed drivers sometimes tried to pass the vehicle going the posted
speed. This leads to the idea that some drivers do not believe that school speed zones are
appropriately set.
The next question that will be looked at is what effect school level will have on
drivers in the school zone. As both the high school and elementary school are on major
highways, and have similar signage, the hypothesis is that there will be an equal effort for
drivers to slow down in the elementary school as they do in the high school.
The final question being considered is what effect time of day has on the school
zone speeds. The hypothesis for this question is that there will be lower speeds in the
morning and afternoon while students are commuting to and from school, and higher
speeds during the school day, while school is in session. This effect will likely be because
of drivers being aware that people will be slowing down to turn in and pull out of the
school, so other drivers will need to be alert to possible changes in speed.
Other issues that will be considered are geometric design factors of the roadway.
The direction of travel will be analyzed to see if drivers have tendencies to slow down for
lanes closer to the school. The directional analysis will also allow analysis for grade
comparison. The slope of the roadway may have an affect on the drivers’ speed, so this
analysis will allow for grade comparisons.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY

Introduction
In order to study speeds in school zones, data collection had to occur in the field.
Two rural schools were selected and data collection devices were deployed. Data
collection will occur before and within the school zone to determine if the minimum
MUTCD signage is appropriate for getting drivers to slow down for the school zone. A
comparison can also be made for the different school levels and times of day. Data was
collected for three weeks in rural South Carolina using a team of researchers. The
following sections provide information on materials, site selection, participants, data
collection procedures, and test methods.
Materials
Vehicle volume and speed data were collected using a Nu-Metrics NC-97
Highway Statistical Traffic Analysis Recorder (Hi-Star) as shown in Figure 6. . The NC97 model collects vehicle count, vehicle speed, vehicle classification, and time. While
the Hi-Star sensors can measure temperature and wet/dry roadway surface conditions,
these data were not reported in the current study due to installation procedures. The
aluminum device is 6.5 inches long, 5.5 inches wide and 0.625 inches thick and weighs
approximately two pounds. The Hi-Star collects data using a magnetic chip that detects
interference in the normal magnetic field. This chip allows for “Vehicle Magnetic
Imaging” which detects the length and the speed of vehicles that pass over. The Hi-Stars
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measure speeds in one mile per hour increments. Ten Hi-Star devices were used for this
study. In addition to the Hi-Star devices, Highway Data Management (HDM) software is
needed to program and download the Hi-Stars, and analyze the data. The Hi-Stars were
connected to a computer using the interface hardware (IP-10 Adapter) provided by NuMetrics. A new file was created for each Hi-Star for each deployment. Identifying
information for each file consisted of the Hi-Star location and the date the Hi-Star was
removed from the roadway. One example of a file name is “Jan 25, 2007 SC 24 WB In
SZ.” The data output from the HDM software was exported to Microsoft Access and
Microsoft Excel for initial data analysis. Further statistical analysis was performed in
SPSS.

Figure 6: Hi-Star and Hi-Star Cover
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In the field, rubber covers were used to protect the Hi-Stars from vehicle traffic,
oil, chemicals, or other debris that could potentially damage the data collection device.
The covers fit perfectly over the Hi-Stars to hold them securely in place in the field. The
cover dimensions are 15.375 inches wide, 16.5 inches long, and 0.75 inches thick (see
Figure 9). The covers are fastened to the surface of the roadway using a nail gun (Hilti
DX-450). The nails were 2.5 inches long, with a round washer and require the “purple,”
0.27 caliber boosters, the highest powered booster offered by Hilti. In addition to the nail
gun, asphalt tape was placed over the cover to ensure that the Hi-Star and Hi-Star cover
did not move. Before being placed in the field, the Hi-Stars and covers were wrapped in
cellophane to keep the devices clean of asphalt tape that was used to secure them to the
roadway.
Other materials used in the field include devices for work zone safety. There are
three signs that include “Road Work Ahead” (MUTCD W21-4), “Be Prepared to Stop”
(MUTCD W20-7b), and the flagger symbol (MUTCD W20-7a). Sign stands are needed
for each sign. Other work zone materials that were used are whistles for safety and
communication, crowbars, hard hats, safety vests, and box cutters.
Data collection was conducted on two-lane rural state roadways, and thus,
encroachment permits were required to temporarily stop traffic to install the data
collection devices. The encroachment permits were obtained from the South Carolina
Department of Transportation (SCDOT). The permit application alerts the SCDOT of
work zone setup and procedures, as well as the location of the Hi-Stars.
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Site Selection
In order to collect the most reliable data possible, many factors were considered
when selecting the sites for data collection. It was determined that rural school zones
were desired as there are few other factors that might slow drivers, other than the school
zones. These factors may include adjacent roads, traffic signals, or additional signage. It
was also determined that the schools should have the minimum MUTCD standard school
zone signage to determine if it is effective in slowing vehicles for the school zone. The
sites must also be relatively close to Clemson University for ease of data collection.
Therefore, the schools selected were in Oconee County, South Carolina, which can be
seen in Figure 7 below.

Figure 7: South Carolina Counties with Oconee County Shaded

The schools selected by the research team included West Oak High School and
Fair Oak Elementary School in Oconee County, South Carolina. The schools are
approximately four miles from one another. West Oak High School is located at 130
Warrior Lane (SC 24), Westminster, SC 29693. Fair Oak Elementary School is located
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at 1964 Oakway Road (SC 182), Westminster, SC 29693. When selecting the data
collection sites, it was important to examine potential sites for factors other than the
school zone traffic control such as traffic signals, retail businesses, subdivisions, etc. that
might cause the vehicles to change their speed. The selected school zones do not have
active traffic control devices, such as traffic signals; however, they do have the same
standard MUTCD school zone signage and similar approach characteristics.
While both schools are on predominately straight sections of roadway, Fair Oak
Elementary school is on a downhill grade section on the southbound approach to the
school which could potentially affect speed distributions. The grade can cause drivers to
drive faster or slower than normal operating speeds depending on traffic operations.
Some vehicles may be slowing on the hill due to the approaching turn into the school,
while others may be going faster due to the force of gravity. Because of the grade issue,
speeds in each direction were analyzed separately for direct comparison. .
Speed data was collected in both directions of travel for each school. This was
accomplished by placing two Hi-Stars in each direction. The first Hi-Star was placed
outside of the school zone while the second Hi-Star was placed within the school zone
(see Figure 8). The outside of school zone Hi-Star locations were in areas where the
driver can not see any sign for the school, the school zone speed sign, or any reduce
speed ahead signs. This criterion was established to record a baseline speed where the
driver is not making an effort to decelerate for the school zone. The Hi-Star location
within the school zone was placed after the driver passes the school zone sign but before
the school entrance. This criterion was established so the driver would have had time to
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decelerate in reaction to the sign but not speed up after passing the school entrance and
return to normal operating speed. Maps of each school zone are located in Figures 9 and
10.

Figure 8: Map of Schools and Hi-Star Locations
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Figure 9: West Oak High School Map with Hi-Star Locations Within the School Zone

Figure 10: Fair Oak Elementary School with Hi-Star Locations Within the School Zone
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Participants
The participants consisted of drivers in Oconee County, South Carolina, that
traveled on SC 24 and SC 182 in and out of the aforementioned school zones. Speed data
was continuously collected for all drivers passing over the data collection devices during
the one-week periods when the Hi-stars were deployed. The drivers did not know that
their speed data was being collected. No participants were recruited to drive on the study
roadways, nor were any data collected concerning driver demographics. The Clemson
University Internal Review Board approved the project.
Data Analysis
The research conducted was an observational study using a between subjects
design where speeds were compared from different drivers. Three variables of
investigation were examined including school type, zone, and time of day. A 2 (school
type) x 2 (zone) x 2 (time of day) factorial design will be used to compare speeds. The
first variable of investigation, school type, has two levels, elementary school and high
school. The second variable, zone, has two levels, within the designated school zone and
outside the designated school zone.
Data was only examined for weekdays when school is in session; weekends were
excluded as well as days when weather (rain/snow) affected the speed of passing
vehicles. Two distinct time periods were examined, morning peak and afternoon peak.
For comparison, times during the school day as well as evening were considered as to
ensure speed reduction is due to the speed zone. The morning peak hour is defined as
7:30 to 8:30 AM for both the elementary school and the high school. The elementary
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school starts at 7:50 AM and the high school starts at 8:25 AM. The morning peak hour
is the time designated by the school zone sign when the majority of vehicles are entering
the school to drop students off or to park in the school parking lot. The afternoon peak
hour is defined as 2:00 to 3:00 PM for the elementary school and 2:30 to 3:30 PM for the
high school. The elementary school dismisses students at 2:40 PM and the high school
dismisses students at 3:00 PM. The afternoon peak hour is when the majority of the
vehicles are picking up students or leaving school.
The primary dependent variable will be the mean speed of the vehicles traveling
over the Hi-Stars. Secondary dependent variables will be the 85th percentile speed, and
percent compliant.
Data Collection Procedure
The data collection sites are approximately 20 miles or 30 minutes from Clemson
University. Two crews, consisting of two graduate students and two undergraduate
students, deployed Hi-Stars at the schools. The crews were in the field between 11:00
AM to 2:00 PM and 3:00 PM to 6:00 PM on Tuesdays and Thursdays. On Tuesday, the
crew deployed the Hi-Stars at West Oak High School, and on Thursday, the crew
deployed the Hi-Stars at Fair Oak Elementary School. The earlier crew deployed two HiStars on the eastbound lane of SC 24, one outside the school zone and one within the
school zone. The late afternoon crew deployed two Hi-Stars, on the westbound lane of
SC 24, one outside the school zone and one within the school zone. Similarly, the earlier
crew deployed two Hi-Stars on the southbound lane of SC 182, one outside the school
zone and one within the school zone. The late afternoon crew deployed two Hi-Stars on
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SC 182, in the northbound lane, one outside the school zone and one within the school
zone. Each subsequent week, the crews returned to the same locations, retrieved the HiStars, and deployed new Hi-Stars. This process was repeated until three weeks of data
are collected at each Hi-Star location. The same Hi-Stars were not deployed in the same
location from week to week.
Data was collected for the weeks of January 25, 2007 to February 1, 2007,
February 8, 2007 to February 15 2007, and February 22, 2007 to March 1, 2007 for Fair
Oak Elementary School. Data was collected for the weeks of January 16, 2007 to
January 23, 2007, February 27, 2007 to March 6, 2007, and May 1, 2007, to May 8, 2007
for West Oak High School. This schedule, with excluded data, can be seen in Table 3 on
the following page.
Table 2: Schedule of Team Activities

Tuesday
Thursday

Hi-Star Deployment
11:00 AM - 2:00 PM
3:00 PM - 6:00 PM
SC 24 Eastbound Out of School Zone
SC 24 Westbound Out of School Zone
SC 24 Eastbound Within School Zone
SC 24 Westbound Within School Zone
SC 182 Southbound Out of School Zone
SC 182 Northbound Out of School Zone
SC 182 Southbound Within School Zone
SC 182 Northbound Within School Zone
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Table 3: Dates of Hi-Stars in the Field
January
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

-

High
School

February
1

2

March
1

2

April
1

29

2

May
1

2

-

Elementary School

-

29

Data Excluded
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The process for deploying and retrieving Hi-Stars was conducted in a systematic fashion
to ensure the safety of all crew members. Each crew member completed work zone
safety training, nail gun training, and was equipped with a whistle to communicate and to
alert other crew members of an emergency. All crew members wore safety vests and
whistles, and the flagger wore a hard hat for signaling the deployment crew.
The work zone traffic control utilized three work zone warning signs with the
appropriate distance of 500 feet provided between each sign as required by the MUTCD
for the posted speed of 55 miles per hour. The three signs were “Road work ahead,” “Be
prepared to stop,” and the “flagger symbol” signs. The distance providing required
stopping sight distance (SSD) was allowed between the “flagger symbol” sign and the
flagger. Though not required SSD was also provided between the flagger and the Hi-Star
crew. The van was parked along the side of the road, where the Hi-Star was deployed,
and four cones were placed behind the van. See Figure 11 for an illustration of the work
zone set-up.

500’
(W21-4)

500’
(W20-7b)

SSD

SSD

(W20-7a)

Figure 11: Work Zone Set-Up with “Road Work Ahead” Sign, “Be Prepared to Stop”
Sign, the Flagger Symbol Sign, and Distances Between Signs, Flagger, and Hi-Star
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When the work zone set-up was complete, the Hi-Star crew used their whistle to
alert the flagger they were prepared to go into the roadway. The flagger, who was a
graduate student, stopped traffic by turning the stop/slow paddle to stop and held their
left hand up with an open palm to traffic. When traffic had stopped, the Hi-Star crew
proceeded into the roadway and deployed and/or removed the Hi-Star in the center of the
travel lane. When deploying Hi-Stars, the Hi-Star were placed in the cover, wrapped in
cellophane, and then fastened to the asphalt using the nail gun and four nails. Asphalt
tape was also placed over the Hi-Star cover to ensure the cover stay in place. If the HiStar was being removed from the roadway, a utility knife was used to cut the asphalt tape
before a crowbar was used to pull up the nails. While this work was being conducted,
one member of the Hi-Star crew faced the flagger to continuously watch the traffic to
make sure no vehicles pass the flagger towards the Hi-Star crew. Another crew member
of the Hi-Star team faced the opposite direction, standing back-to-back with the forward
looking crew member, to make sure no vehicles stray into the lane where the Hi-Star was
being removed or deployed. The Hi-Star crew cleaned study-related debris from the
roadway before exiting the roadway. The crew blew the whistle twice to alert the flagger
of completed work. The flagger then turned the stop/slow paddle to slow to allow traffic
to proceed through the work zone. When the Hi-Stars were removed from the roadway
and returned to the Clemson University campus. Researchers proceeded to download
data and recharge the Hi-Star batteries for the next deployment. Each week, a member of
the research team contacted SCDOT, the Oconee County Police, and Clemson
University’s Office of Risk Management to alert them to work zone activities prior to
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going into the field. The procedures manual, as well as the Hi-Star manual can be seen in
the appendix.
Data Analysis Process
After the data was downloaded using the Highway Data Management Software, it
was able to be opened using Microsoft Access. From these files, the data were made
more manageable by selecting only the categories to be analyzed, and putting it in a
Microsoft Excel file. These raw data Excel files included the date, timestamp, and speed
of each vehicle. These Excel files were then used to aggregate the data further.
Weekends were first excluded from the files as the schools are not in session.
Days with inclement weather were also excluded because the weather would affect driver
speeds. The other data were also excluded were speeds less than ten miles per hour and
the vehicles that had headway of less than two seconds. Speeds below ten miles per hour
were excluded because in testing the data collection devices, it was found these speeds
were not always accurate. Vehicles that had headways less than two seconds were
excluded because the driver was not choosing their own speed, essentially counting the
leading vehicle twice.
The final Excel files used before performing statistical analysis contained a
worksheet for directional data with school zone and morning or afternoon labels (ex.
Southbound, In School Zone, Morning), another worksheet with only the school zone and
morning or afternoon labels (ex. In School Zone, Morning), and a final worksheet with
only school zone criteria (ex. In School zone). These Excel files allowed for easy
comparison using SPSS.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS

Comparisons were made using Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) and standard
significance tests (T-tests). Different T-tests were used depending on the hypothesized
results. For example, a one-tailed T-test was used when comparing in and out of school
zone speeds as the in school zone speeds were expected to be lower, and a two-tailed Ttest was used to compare morning and afternoon speeds. Because of the large sample
sizes, very small differences appear as statistically significant. This causes the need to
discuss in terms of practical significance. If the speed differences were three miles per
hour or greater, the difference was considered practically significant. Similarly, there
were some statistical interactions between variables, however, they were not practically
significant; therefore, the interactions will not be discussed.
The first comparison that was made was the broadest category of in and out of
school zone mean speeds. The results were determined to be significantly and practically
significant. These results show that drivers to slow down for the school zone using
standard MUTCD signage. The results can be seen in Table 4 below.
Table 4: Comparison of In School Zone Speeds and Out of School Zone Speeds

In SZ
Out of SZ
Difference
P-value
Significant

Sample
24746
22308

Mean
Speed
40.58
51.43
10.85
<0.001
YES

Std.
Error
0.05602
0.05320
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The next comparisons made were the in and out of school zone speeds comparing
the school level. The tests can be seen in Table 5 on the following page. In this table,
“NV” means that the comparison is not a valid comparison. If the results were
statistically significant, the cell contains a “YES”. Results with both statistically and
practically significance is indicated by a “YES*”. It is important to note that the out of
school zone speeds for the high school and elementary school were not practically
significant as the mean speeds were only 0.51 miles per hour different. This can be seen
in Table 7.
Table 5: Significance between In and Out of School Zone Speeds by School Level
In School Zone
Elem
High

Out of School
Zone
Elem
High

In
School
Zone

Elem

NV

High

YES*

NV

Out of
School
Zone

Elem

YES*

NV

NV

High

NV

YES*

YES

NV

Table 6: Comparison of In School Zone Speeds by School Level
Sample
Elem In SZ
High
In SZ
Difference
P-value
Sig

8656
16090

Mean
42.87
39.34
3.53
<0.001
YES

Std.
Error
0.09803
0.06610
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Table 7: Comparison of Out of School Zone Speeds by School Level
Sample
Elem Out of SZ
High Out of SZ
Difference
P-value
Sig

7969
14339

Mean
51.10
51.61
0.51
<0.001
YES

Std.
Error
0.08982
0.06598

Table 8: Comparison of In and Out of School Zone Speeds for the Elementary School
Sample
Elem In SZ
Elem Out of SZ
Difference
P-value
Sig

8656
7969

Mean
42.87
51.10
8.23
<0.001
YES

Std.
Error
0.09803
0.08982

Table 9: Comparison of In and Out of School Zone Speeds for the High School
Sample
High In SZ
High Out of SZ
Difference
P-value
Sig

16090
14339

Mean
39.34
51.61
12.27
<0.001
YES

Std.
Error
0.06610
0.06598

The next comparisons include the morning and afternoon comparisons, as well as
the school level and school zone status. The tests can be seen in Table 10 on the
following page. In this table, “NV” means that the comparison is not a valid comparison.
The label “NT” means that the comparison was not tested. Again, if the results were
statistically significant, the cell contains a “YES”. Results with both statistically and
practically significance is indicated by a “YES*”. A “No” means that the test did not
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produce statistically significant results. Again, it is important to note that the out of
school zone speeds were not practically significant.
For more detailed results, comparing mean speeds and 85th percentile speeds,
Table 11 and Table 12 can be seen on the following pages.
Table 10: Significance between Morning and Afternoon Speeds by School Zone Status
and School Level
In School Zone
Elem
High
AM
AM

In
School
Zone

Out of
School
Zone

Elem
PM

High
PM

Out of School Zone
Elem
High
Elem
AM
AM
PM

Elem

AM

NV

High

AM

NT

NV

Elem

PM

YES

NV

NV

High

PM

NV

YES

NT

NV

Elem

AM

YES*

NV

NV

NV

NV

High

AM

NV

YES*

NV

NV

NT

NV

Elem

PM

NV

NV

YES*

NV

No

NV

NV

High

PM

NV

NV

NV

YES*

NV

YES

NT
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High
PM

NV

Table 11: Comparison of School Level by School Zone Status and Time of Day
Elementary School
In SZ
AM
Sample
Mean

Out of SZ

37

5128
43.70

4490
51.14

Std. Error
85th Percentile
PM
Sample
Mean

0.118
52

0.122
59

3528
41.67

3479
51.05

Std. Error
85th Percentile
Mean Diff

0.167
51
2.03
<0.001

0.013
59
0.09
0.616

P-value
Sig

YES

No

High School
Difference

P-value

Sig

In SZ

7.44 <0.001

AM
Sample
YES Mean

9.38 <0.001

Std. Error
85th Percentile
PM
Sample
YES Mean

Out of SZ

9664
39.62

8653
52.02

0.079
47

0.080
59

6426
38.92

5686
50.98

Std. Error
0.114
0.112
85th Percentile
48
58
Mean Diff
0.70
1.04
P-value
<0.001 <0.001
Sig

37

YES

YES

Difference

P-value

Sig

12.40 <0.001

YES

12.06 <0.001

YES

Table 12: Comparison of School Zone Status by School Level and Time of Day
In School Zone
Elem

38

AM
Sample
Mean
Std. Error
85th
Percentile
PM
Sample
Mean
Std. Error
85th
Percentile
Mean Diff
P-value
Sig

High

Out of School Zone
Difference

5128
43.70
0.118

9664
39.62
0.079

52

47

3528
41.67
0.167

6426
38.92
0.114

51
2.03
<0.001
YES

48
0.70
<0.001
YES

4.08

2.75

P-value

<0.001

<0.001

Sig

Elem

YES

YES
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AM
Sample
Mean
Std. Error
85th
Percentile
PM
Sample
Mean
Std. Error
85th
Percentile
Mean Diff
P-value
Sig

High

Difference

4490
51.14
0.122

8653
52.02
0.080

59

59

3479
51.05
0.013

5686
50.98
0.112

59
0.09

58
1.04
<0.001
YES

No

0.88

0.07

P-value

Sig

<0.001

YES

0.675

No

The next comparisons include the directional comparisons, as well as time of day,
the school level and school zone status. The tests can be seen in Table 13 on the
following page. Similarly, in this table, “NV” means that the comparison is not a valid
comparison. The label “NT” means that the comparison was not tested. Again, if the
results were statistically significant, the cell contains a “YES”. Results with both
statistically and practically significance is indicated by a “YES*”. A “No” means that the
test did not produce statistically significant results.
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Table 13: Comparison of Directional Speeds by School Zone Status, School Level and Time of Day
In School Zone
Elem
High
AM
AM
NB/
EB/
Near
Near
In
School
Zone

Elem
High
Elem
High

40
School
Zone

High
PM
EB/
Near

Elem
AM
SB/
Far

High
AM
WB/
Far

AM

NB/
Near

NV

AM

EB/
Near

NV

NV

PM

NB/
Near

NT

NV

NV

PM

EB/
Near

NV

NT

NV

NV

YES*

NV

NV

NV

NV

NV

YES*

NV

NV

NV

NV

Elem
PM
SB/
Far

High
PM
WB/
Far

Out of School Zone
Elem
High
Elem
AM
AM
PM
NB/
EB/
NB/
Near
Near Near

High
PM
EB/
Near

Elem
AM
SB/
Far

High
AM
WB/
Far

Elem
PM
SB/
Far

Elem

AM

High

AM

Elem

PM

SB/
Far
WB/
Far
SB/
Far

NV

NV

YES*

NV

NT

NV

NV

PM

WB/
Far

NV

NV

NV

YES*

NV

NT

NV

NV

AM

NB/
Near

NT

NV

NV

NV

NV

NV

NV

NV

NV

AM

EB/
Near

NV

NT

NV

NV

NV

NV

NV

NV

NV

NV

Elem

PM

NB/
Near

NV

NV

NT

NV

NV

NV

NV

NV

NT

NV

NV

High

PM

EB/
Near

NV

NV

NV

NT

NV

NV

NV

NV

NV

NT

NV

NV

AM

SB/
Far

NV

NV

NV

NV

NT

NV

NV

NV

YES*

NV

NV

NV

NV

NV

NV

NV

NV

NV

NT

NV

NV

NV

No

NV

NV

NV

NV

NV

NV

NV

NV

NV

NV
NV

NT

NV

NV

NV

YES*

NV

NT

NV

NV

NV

NV

NV

NV

NV

NV

NT

NV

NV

NV

No

NV

NT

NV

High
Out of

Elem
PM
NB/
Near

Elem
High

Elem
High

AM

Elem

PM

WB/
Far
SB/
Far

PM

WB/
Far

High
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High
PM
WB/
Far

NV

Table 14: Comparison of Directional Speeds In the School Zone by School Level and Time of Day
In School Zone
Elementary School
AM
PM
Difference
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Close Lane (NB)
Sample
Mean
Std. Error
85th Percentile
Far Lane (SB)
Sample
Mean
Std. Error
85th Percentile
Mean Diff
P-value
Sig

2157
42.12
0.193
51

1315
36.14
0.288
47

2971
44.85
0.144
52
2.73
<0.001
YES

2213
44.96
0.168
52
8.82
<0.001
YES

5.98

0.11

P-value

<0.001

0.647

High School
AM
PM

Sig

YES

No
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Close Lane (EB)
Sample
Mean
Std. Error
85th Percentile
Far Lane (WB)
Sample
Mean
Std. Error
85th Percentile
Mean Diff
P-value
Sig

4657
34.44
0.108
44

3534
36.87
0.160
47

5007
42.58
0.099
49
8.14
<0.001
YES

2892
41.42
0.150
49
4.55
<0.001
YES

Difference

P-value

Sig

2.43

<0.001

YES

1.16

<0.001

YES

In order to look at compliance with the speed limits, a table showing the mean
speeds as well as the posted speeds was created. This can be seen in Table 15 below. It is
important to note that the posted speed limit for the high school was 35 miles per hour,
which was ten miles per hour less than the elementary school. This resulted in observed
speeds having a greater reduction, but not complying with the posted speed limit. On the
contrary, the elementary school had less of a speed reduction, but the mean speed was in
compliance with the posted speed limit.
Table 15: Mean and 85th Percentile Speeds and Compliance Comparisons
Elementary School
Out of
SZ
In SZ Difference
Posted
Observed
Mean
Difference in
Posted and
Mean Speed
85th Percentile
Difference in
th
Posted and 85
Percentile
Speed
Percent
Compliant

55

45

10

51.10

42.87

8.23

3.90

2.13

59

51

(4)

(6)

73.2

62.5

High School
Out of
SZ
In SZ
Posted

Difference

55

35

20

Observed Mean
Difference in
Posted and
Mean Speed

51.61

39.34

12.27

3.39

(4.34)

85th Percentile
Difference in
th
Posted and 85
Percentile
Speed
Percent
Compliant

58

48

(3)

(13)

71.5

31.9

Finally, to ensure that it was the school zone that made drivers slow down, a night
time period was analyzed in order to compare a non school zone time with the posted
school zone times. The time period analyzed was from 6:00 PM to 8:00 PM, when
drivers would be aware that school is not in session. The results can be seen in Table 16
on the following page. These results are important as they show that drivers do slow
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down specifically for the school zone times, not just due to geometric features of the
roadway.
Table 16: Comparison of In School Zone Speeds During School Zone Times with In the
School Zone Speeds During Non-School Zone Times
In School Zone
Elem
High
School Time
Sample
Mean
Std. Error
85th Percentile
Night Time
Sample
Mean
Std. Error
85th Percentile
Mean Diff
P-value
Sig

8656
42.87
0.098
51

16090
39.34
0.066
48

798
51.52
0.337
60
8.65
<0.001
YES

2182
42.35
0.153
49
3.01
<0.001
YES

Difference

P-value

Sig

3.53

<0.001

YES

9.17

<0.001

YES

Another analysis was performed using the night time data in the school zone to
determine if drivers slowed from the out of school zone to in the school zone at night.
The same time period was used for this comparison. The results can be seen in Table 17
on the following page. These results are interesting because the elementary school
observed similar speeds in the school zone during non school hours as it had out of the
school zone during non-school hours. The high school, however, has lower speeds in the
school zone in the non-school hours as compared to the out of school zone speeds in the
non-school hours. A potential explanation for these reduced speeds may come from the
fact that the high school has a number of afternoon and evening sporting activities that
may keep speeds lower into the evening.
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Table 17: Comparison of Non-School Zone Time Speeds In School Zone to Out of
School Zone Speeds
Elem
In SZ Night
Sample
Mean
Std. Error
85th Percentile
Out of SZ
Sample
Mean
Std. Error
85th Percentile
Mean Diff
P-value
Sig

High

798
51.52
0.337
60

2182
42.35
0.153
49

7969
51.10
0.090
59
0.42
0.232
No

14339
51.61
0.066
58
9.26
<0.001
YES

Difference

P-value

Sig

9.17

<0.001

YES

0.51

<0.001

YES
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION

The results showed, for the most part, what was hypothesized for this research.
Even though the majority of the T-tests showed statistical significance, practical
significance was also found where it was expected. The mean speed comparisons are
useful for statistical analysis, but the 85th percentile speed is more practical to what is the
perceived speed on the roadway. Both the mean speed and 85th percentile speeds will be
discussed in relation to what was observed in the field.
Between subjects design was used because it is not possible using Hi-Stars to
track one vehicle over two Hi-Stars, even though it may have passed over both. Some
vehicles may have turned on or off the roadway between the two Hi-Stars which keeps
this research from being a within subjects design.
In and Out of School Zone Comparison
The direct mean speed comparisons for the in and out of school zone speeds had
the highest F-value, which showed the greatest statistical difference of all of the
comparisons. The speed differences were apparent for both the elementary and high
schools, in the mean and 85th percentile speeds.
Fair Oak Elementary School has a mean speed of 51.10 miles per hour for the out
of school zone speed, and a mean speed of 42.87 miles per hour for the in school zone
speed. The 85th percentile speed at this school for the out of the school zone is 59 miles
per hour, which is four miles per hour above the posted 55 mile per hour speed limit.
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While the 85th percentile speed for the in school zone is 51 miles per hour, which is six
miles per hour above the 45 mile per hour speed limit. The data indicates that drivers,
though not fully in compliance with the speed limits, made an effort to slow down for the
school zone at Fair Oak Elementary.
Similarly at West Oak High School, the results suggest that drivers made an effort
to slow down for the school zone. The mean speed out of the school zone is 51.61 miles
per hour, while the in school zone mean speed is 39.34 miles per hour. The 85th percentile
speed for the out of school zone is 58 miles per hour, when the posted speed limit out of
the school zone is 55 miles per hour. The 85th percentile speed for the in school speed
zone is 48 miles per hour, which is much greater than the posted school zone speed limit
of 35 miles per hour. While this speed is not as close to the posted speed limit as the
elementary school 85th percentile speed, it still shows a reduction of ten miles per hour
from outside the school zone. Therefore, drivers made an effort to slow down for the
school zone, even though they were still not in compliance with the posted speed limit.
While neither one of the schools achieved speed limit compliance with the 85th
percentile speed, the in school zone speeds for the elementary school were closer to the
posted speed limit. This is most likely because the posted speed limit in the elementary
school zone is only ten miles per hour less than the posted speed limit out of the school
zone while the posted speed limit in the high school zone is 35 miles per hour, a 20 mile
per hour difference from the out of school zone speed limit. Thus drivers would have to
slow down much more to achieve compliance at the high school. This outcome was
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expected as the study by McCoy and Heimann suggested that compliance is higher when
the school zone speed limit is closer to the normal speed limit.
School Level Comparison
Comparing different school levels was suggested from the research done by
Schrader (1999). He believed that drivers knowing a difference in age of the school
children might affect their driving behavior. This research did not find evidence to
support his hypothesis. In fact, given the same approach speeds, drivers actually slowed
further for the high school than for the elementary school. This is due to the lower posted
speed at the high school.
The mean out of school zone speeds for the high school and elementary school are
51.61 miles per hour and 51.10 miles per hour, respectively. The 85th percentile speeds
are 58 miles per hour for the high school, and 59 miles per hour for the elementary
school, which shows no practical differences. The posted speed limit out of the school
zone for both schools is 55 miles per hour, which is slightly below both of the observed
85th percentile speeds (The Code of Regulations in South Carolina sets the maximum
speed for non interstate facilities at 55 mph).
In the school zone, the speeds are somewhat different, with the high school being
slightly lower than the elementary school. This is most likely because the posted speed
limit for the high school zone is 35 miles per hour while the posted speed limit for the
elementary school is 45 miles per hour. The speed differences, however, are not ten
miles per hour different. The mean speed in the school zone for the elementary school is
42.87 miles per hour, while the high school is 39.34 miles per hour. The 85th percentile
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speed for the elementary school is 51 miles per hour, while the 85th percentile speed for
the high school is 48 miles per hour. Since this difference is so small, it can be said that
there is no practical difference between the school levels for the in school zone speeds.
Morning and Afternoon Peak Comparison
The morning and afternoon times are set by the plaques located below the school
zone speed limit signs. The morning peak hour is 7:30 to 8:30 AM for both the
elementary and high school, and the afternoon peak hour is 2:00 to 3:00 for the
elementary school and 2:30 to 3:30 for the high school.
The elementary school did not show any practical significant differences between
the morning and afternoon peak times for in the school zone or out of the school zone.
The mean speeds for the out of school zone varied by less than one mile per hour (51.14
miles per hour for the morning, and 51.05 miles per hour in the afternoon). The in school
zone mean speeds varied between 43.70 miles per hour in the morning to 41.67 miles per
hour in the afternoon. This is not enough of a difference to say that one time period is
practically different from another.
Similarly, at the high school, the speeds varied between 52.02 miles per hour in
morning to 50.98 miles per hour in the afternoon for the out of school zone mean speeds.
The in school zone mean speeds varied very little as well for West Oak High School by
time period. The morning peak mean speed was 39.62 miles per hour while the afternoon
mean speed was 38.92 miles per hour. These differences are so small that it is not enough
evidence to say the time affects the drivers speed.
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Directional Comparison
It was found that the directional speeds were different in the school zones. With a
more detailed look at the directional speed, it was found that the direction with the rightturn into the school recorded lower speeds. This is a reasonable result as drivers going
into the school had to decelerate to turn into the schools. These results could likely be in
the design of the roadway, in the lane opposite the school has left turn lanes that allow
vehicles that are slowing to be out of the way of traffic, while drivers turning right did not
have a right turn bay, and slowed traffic as they decelerated. In addition, regular
commuters that are not turning into the school are most likely aware of the frequent
turning maneuvers and might slow down for expectation. This lower speed for the rightturn entrance was observed at both the elementary and high school.
At the elementary school, it was found that the southbound direction out of the
school zone had a slightly lower speed. This is most likely due to the grade of the
roadway. It has a downgrade on the approach to the school zone, on which lower speeds
were recorded. These lower speeds might be due to drivers braking for the grade. The
85th percentile speeds were 56 miles for both the morning and afternoon peak times,
while the 85th percentile speed in the other direction were 63 miles per hour for the
morning peak and 62 miles per hour for the afternoon peak.
The elementary school 85th percentile speeds showed a lower speed in the
northbound direction (direction with the right-turn) in the school zone in the afternoon.
The 85th percentile speed in the northbound direction in the school zone in the morning
peak period was 51 miles per hour, while is slowed to 47 miles per hour in the afternoon.
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This is most likely due to the large number of parents coming to the school to pick up
their children at the same time. In the morning, there is most likely a more evenly
distributed arrival pattern. The 85th percentile speeds for the southbound direction in the
school zone was 52 miles per hour for both the morning and afternoon peak periods. This
was above the 45 mile per hour posted speed limit, but still lower than the out of school
zone speeds.
Conversely, the high school in school zone 85th percentile was slightly lower in
the morning in the eastbound direction (right-turn direction). The 85th percentile speed for
the in school zone for the eastbound direction was 44 miles per hour in the morning
period, and 47 miles per hour in the afternoon period. This is most likely due to the fact
high school students might stay after for more extracurricular activities, and also have
rides home from people other than their parents. The in school zone 85th percentile speed
in the westbound direction was 49 miles per hour for both time periods. These speeds
were above the posted 35 mile per hour speed limit, but still show that drivers made an
effort to slow down from the out of school zone speeds.
The high school had consistent measurements for the speeds in each direction.
The 85th percentile speeds were 58 miles per hour and 57 miles per hour for the
eastbound direction out of the school zone for the morning and afternoon peak periods,
respectively. In the westbound direction, the 85th percentile speeds were 59 miles per
hour for both time periods. These speeds are just above the posted 55 mile per hour speed
limit.
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Compliance Comparisons
Approximately 73% of the drivers had compliance out of the school zone for the
elementary school while about 72% of the drivers were compliant out of the high school
zone. While neither school zone created compliance at the 85th percentile speeds, a
reduction was observed.
The elementary had compliance with the mean speed in the school zone, while the
high school did not. The compliance was approximately 63% in the elementary school
zone while the high school was only about 32% compliant. This is most likely due to the
fact that the difference between the approach posted speed limit and the school zone
speed limit was only ten miles per hour. The high school, which had a difference
between the approach speed limit and the school zone speed limit of 20 miles per hour,
did not have compliance with the mean speed. While the high school zone did not have
compliance, the reduction in speed was greater.
This comparison shows that if slower speeds are desired more than compliance, it
would be better to set a lower posted speed limit in the school zone. However, if
compliance is desired, the school zone speed limit should be set closer to the approach
speed limit.
Non-School Zone Time Comparisons
The observed speeds in the school zone during the non-school zone times were
higher than the speeds observed during the school zone time periods. This is important as
it shows that drivers slow down for the school zone, not just due to a certain geometric
feature in the roadway. The observed speed in the elementary school zone during non-
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school zone times was very similar to the speeds outside of the school zone. Conversely,
the high school had observed speeds lower than the out of school zone speeds. While
these speeds were lower than the out of school zone speeds, the observed speeds during
non-school zone times were higher than the school zone times. This lowered speed is
likely due to the extra curricular activities that occur at the high school into the afternoon
and evening.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this research was to determine if school speed zones affect
driver’s behavior. This research produced results that showed that drivers decelerate for
the school zone, even if their speed is not in compliance with the posted speed limit. The
speeds are also affected by which direction drivers are traveling in front of the school.
The results of this study showed that drivers do not slow decelerate for one school level
more than another. The time of the day does not have an affect on the speeds in the
school speed zones, according to the results found in this study.
This research showed some important concepts about school zones. Previous
research focused on what devices help draw the most attention to school zones, while it
appears drivers are aware of the school zones without additional devices. The standard
MUTCD signage is effective in drawing drivers’ attention to the school zone, so to gain
speed compliance, the solution might be in setting the speed limit. Expert systems may
be helpful in the future for determining the appropriate speeds for the school zones,
which would gain compliance.
One obstacle that was encountered in this study was finding school zones with the
same school zone setup. It would be beneficial for drivers if the MUTCD set standards
for uniform signage and speeds for school zones, at least within municipalities. The
current school zone practice allows for much variation, which could lead to confusion for
drivers and lowered compliance. Driver expectancy would be increased if municipalities
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all used similar school zone practices, whether the municipalities uses additional
modifications or not.
This study could also open doors for future school zone research. The data
recorded can serve as baseline data for other studies involving school zones. Future
studies could include comparing rural school zones to urban school zones to see if lower
approach speeds lead to greater compliance with school zone speed limits. It would also
be interesting to see comparisons of school zones with different geometric road
characteristics. The slight downgrade at Fair Oak Elementary School resulted in lower
speeds. More research on geometric roadway features might help in setting speed limits
to gain compliance. Finally, this study could provide for research opportunities at these
schools for new devices or practices. New devices and practices could include changing
the signs at this location to include flashers, high friction courses to aide drivers in
deceleration, or colored pavement to indicate a school zone.
This research can also lead to other experiments using the Hi-Star data collection
devices. The process allows for easy data collection when the devices are in the field.
Other research could include tracking specific vehicles and/or drivers to compare groups
with the average driving population. This would allow for comparisons on microscopic
and macroscopic levels.
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APPENDIX
DATA COLLECTION MANUAL

ON-ROAD STUDY MANUAL
A CLEMSON UNIVERSITY PROJECT:
DEPARTMENTS OF CIVIL ENGINEERING & PSYCHOLOGY
CO-INVESTIGATORS: Dr. Jennifer Ogle/Dr. Johnell Brooks
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Emergency Contact Information
DIAL 911
Supervisors contact numbers:
Dr. Brooks: Cell: 864-420-1495
Office: 656-2831
Home:639-2323
Department: 656-3210
Lab (Brackett 115D): 656-1703
Dr. Ogle :
Cell:864-633-9638
Office:656-0883
Home:973-1114
Department: 656-3000
Emergency Medical Services:
Oconee County: 864-885-7188
Pickens County: 864-868-2373
Sheriff:
Oconee County: 864-638-4111
Pickens County: 864-868-2603
Highway Patrol:
Anderson Office Only: 864-260-2200
Emergency Management:
Oconee County: 864-638-4200
Pickens County: 864-898-5945

Team Contact Information
Graduate Student Cell Phone Numbers:

Undergraduate Student Cell Phone Numbers:
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Disciplinary Protocol
All violations should be reported to the appropriate supervisors and the disciplinary
actions verified. The disciplinary protocol will then be implemented.
Violations may be reported to all involved parties. These parties may include:
Advisors/Head Researchers
Department Chairs
Deans of Colleges
University Lawyers
Risk Management
Institutional Review Board (IRB)
State Department of Transportation
Funding Sponsors
Funding sponsors may withdraw financial support depending upon the severity of the
violation.
Violation severity and frequency of occurrence can affect which actions should be taken
for the individual. The lab group should also be disciplined to promote safety
encouragement between members.
More severe punishment must be administered to students that do no self report the
violations immediately.
Anonymous reports can be placed under advisor’s doors or in mail boxes, so that either
undergraduate or graduate students can report safety violations anonymously. This will
allow professors to directly correct safety violations.
Advisors and department chairs will decide upon the following appropriate disciplinary
consequences for said violations in addition to the letter.
Individual – Undergraduate
One or more of the following options will be assigned by the Creative Inquiry instructor
or appropriate departmental chairs with respect to the violations under review:
___ a. A letter will be written to the affected parties explaining the situation and will be
appended to documentation placed in the student’s file.
___ b. A paper describing the events that occurred and how to improve policies to
prevent future occurrences will be written and presented to the entire research
team and may be submitted to a national conference or peer reviewed journal.
Paper length and time frame will be determined by Creative Inquiry instructor.
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This paper will be written on personal time and must be submitted before the end
of the semester.
___ c. All team members are required to reexamine and evaluate related training
required by the lab group to ensure that safety procedures are understood and
adhered to.
___ d. A single letter grade deduction in the Creative Inquiry course.
___ e. A failing letter grade in the Creative Inquiry course.
___ f. Removal from the project.

Individual – Graduate
One or more of the following options will be assigned by the Creative Inquiry instructor
or appropriate departmental chairs with respect to the violations under review:
___ a. A letter will be written to the affected parties explaining the situation and will be
appended to documentation placed in the student’s file.
___ b. A paper describing the events that occurred and how to improve policies to
prevent future occurrences will be written and presented to the entire research
team and may be submitted to a national conference or peer reviewed journal.
Paper length and time frame will be determined by Creative Inquiry instructor.
This paper will be written on personal time and must be submitted before the end
of the semester.
___ c. All team members are required to reexamine and evaluate related training
required by the lab group to ensure that safety procedures are understood and
adhered to.
___ d. A single letter grade deduction in the Creative Inquiry course.
___ e. A failing letter grade in the Creative Inquiry course.
___ f. Suspended pay for two weeks.
___ g. Removal from the project.
___ h. Loss of project funding.
___ i. Loss of assistantship.
___ j. Reassignment to a non- thesis option.
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___ k. Dismissal from the graduate school.
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Style of Dress:
All data collectors must wear long pants (i.e. shorts are not acceptable). Tennis shoes or
work boots or hiking boots with socks must be worn. No open toe shoes. Team
members must wear their safety vests at all times (put on prior to departure). Hard hats
must be put on and worn anytime the crew member is out of the van (except Hi-Star
leader). Each data collector (person) located adjacent to or in the proximity of the road
must wear a safety vest and hard hat. The use of headphones or portable radios will not
be permitted.
Safety Precautions While Traveling to the Work Site:
Prior to leaving to the work site all crew members must put on their safety vests. Crew
members are to wear seat belts at all times. All equipment is to be safely stored in the
back of the van. Make sure that the encroachment permit is in the notebook and the Hilti
gun certificate is in the Hilti case. Driver will obey all traffic laws.
Safety Precautions at the Work Site:
-At no time can any person visit the field site without a full, trained crew, even for
observations. This is necessary in the event that there is an issue, and work needs to be
done to correct the issue.
-At no time will a person assigned to collect data (e.g. w/ a Hi-Star device) enter the
active travel way (the region between edges of road dedicated to vehicle activity)
without traffic control (e.g. a flagger and safety signs in place).
- Do not walk on the road! Walk on the shoulder! Face oncoming traffic. If walking
away, make sure to keep check on what is behind you. Do not put arms, legs, or any
other part of your body into the roadway unless the flagger has stopped traffic and
given the safety signal.
- Do not wear back packs while in the field! Not only do they decrease the safety vest
visibility, but they can make a person a foot wider than they normally would be.
- Each person should stay alert to errant vehicles. Avoid turning your back completely to
traffic unless you are the Hi-Star technician. If you are the Hi-Star technician you
MUST have an assistant acting as a look-out during removal/installation- NO
EXCEPTIONS! Do not stand on the open lane side of the hi-star during removal.
- The Hilti gun operator MUST wear protective safety glasses while operating the gun.
This is OSHA regulation. If necessary, the operator may wear hearing protection.
- Remember: carry the gun pointed towards the ground, not at yourself or anyone else. If
a boost in the magazine fails to fire, continue to hold the gun in firing position for 30
seconds, then take the strip out. Discard the defective boost in water to deactivate the
gun powder; do not forget that the boost is still hazardous material!
- If any team member is confronted or threatened during data collection by someone who
wants the data collection equipment, DO NOT RESIST—surrender the equipment and
then immediately report the loss to the team leader and police.
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Responsibilities of each team member:
Hi-Star leader- Duties include assisting with the loading and unloading of equipment,
removal/placement of Hi-Star, will supervise the other team members, and ensure that all
procedures are followed.
Hi-Star assistant- Duties include loading and unloading equipment, assisting Hi-Star
leader with removal/placement of Hi-Star, and acting as a “look-out” for any approaching
dangers.
Flagger- Duties include loading/unloading equipment and acting as traffic coordinator.
Communications:
Communications between the field workers and the senior staff on the project will be
maintained through cell-phones and site visits. All data collectors who own a cellular
phone bring it with them to their field locations. Each member of the team will wear a
whistle for emergency purposes.
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OUTLINE OF OPERATING PROCEDURE
-All researchers will be responsible for contacting other researchers in the event of
inability to meet as scheduled
-Pick up van from lot by Lowry Hall
-Fax weekly work plan to DOT representative at beginning of work week
Oconee County - Barbara Sills (647-0798) or Jerry Wayman
Pickens County - Steven Henderson (859-0039) or Bill McCall
-Meet in Brackett Hall 115D
-Group carries equipment to van
-Check fuel level, get gas if needed (see refueling instructions)
-Fill out mileage log
-Put on safety vests
-Travel to site(s)
-Set-up equipment
-Begin Hi-Star placement/removal
-Return to campus
-Complete mileage log
-Return equipment
-Report problems
-Download data from retrieved Hi-Stars
-Charge Hi-Stars

DETAILED OPERATING PROCEDURES
The Last Friday of Every Month:
-Hi-Star leader will register the van on the schedule for use the following month
-Assign team duties for next month
Prior to Departure:
-Determine the day’s travel route and tasks (placement or removal of Hi-Stars)
-Hi-Star leader should ensure that the encroachment permit is valid and if necessary, fax
to SCDOT
-Make sure field log includes:
o
Copy of encroachment permit
o
Mileage log
o
Hi-Star tracking chart
o
Road Group/Travel Checklist
-Verify that the Hi-Stars are properly charged (do not take Hi-Stars with a charge less
than 3.87; see Hi-Star charging manual for more detail)
-Program the Hi-Stars (see Hi-Star programming manual)
-Wrap Hi-Stars in shrink wrap (four times) and place the label with the direction arrow
and serial number on the wrap
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-Pick up the van from the parking lot by Lowry Hall
-Write mileage in the van’s mileage log book
-Write mileage in the field log’s mileage sheet
-Driver should check the van’s gas gauge (see refueling instructions if necessary)
-Go to room 117 in Brackett Hall to pick up equipment (see equipment checklist)
- Put on safety vests
- Place the small equipment bins in the van
- Place the large equipment bin in the van on its side
During Run:
- All team members should take their seats and put on their seat belts
- Proceed to the locations
- When you reach a location pull the van off the side of the road in a position as to not
block view of traffic or flagger
- All crew members should unload the equipment from the van and place it on the side of
the road
-Use the following instructions for putting together the road signs:
o
Take the stand and extend legs until they snap in place
o
Unroll the sign
o
Place the sign ribs into the black clips
o
Raise the sign by pulling upwards on silver bar and tightening the bottom silver
knob
o
Slide sign rib into the slot on the stand
o
Twist the knob to tighten
-The road crew should place the signs in marked locations (see “Scouting Hi-Star
Locations” for instructions on marking sign locations)
- Hi-Star team should place 4 cones by he van and Hi-Star crew to make the team more
visible
-Final set-up should look like the following:

500’
(W21-4)

500’
(W20-7b)

SSD

SSD

(W20-7a)

- Flagger should follow the directions below for controlling traffic during
removal/placement of the Hi-Stars:
o
Stand on the side of the road with paddle sign parallel to the road
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When oncoming traffic appears, turn paddle sign to stop (if using strobe paddle,
press strobe button until first car in line stops). Raise your free hand to shoulder
height and make a stop signal with your palm facing the traffic to be stopped.
REMEMBER TO STAND OFF THE SIDE OF THE ROAD UNTIL FIRST
CAR HAS STOPPED!
o
After the first car has stopped, you may step in the roadway so that traffic further
back can see you and continue to display the stop side of the paddle and your
hand stop signal
o
Continue facing the stopped traffic. DO NOT HAVE CONVERSATIONS
WITH ANYONE OR BECOME DISTRACTED!
o
Once the Hi-Star technician is finished, step off the roadway, turn your paddle to
the slow side, lower your arm to waist height, and motion for the stopped traffic
to begin moving
- Hi-Star team then proceeds to the Hi-Star location
- Hi-Star leader then proceeds to either remove or place the Hi-Star by using the
appropriate following instructions:

o

Placing Instructions:
- Place Hi-Star on ground with arrow in direction of traffic flow
- If just using asphalt tape, place pre-cut strip approximately four inches on approach side
of Hi-Star so that there is approximately eight inches on the opposite side. See diagram
below:
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-If using nail gun, place cover on Hi-Star and shoot nails in nail locations. Then place
asphalt tape on the sides of the Hi-Star cover. See diagram below:

- The Hi-Star assistant should stand facing on-coming traffic and keep a “look-out” for
any emergency situation
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Removal Instructions:
Removal with asphalt tape only:
o
Take the box cutter and slice along each side of the Hi-Star
o
After the cuts are made pull upwards and remove Hi-Star
o
Return to the van
o
Verify location and Hi-Star serial number by comparing the label on the device to
that of the Hi-Star tracking sheet
o
Hi-Star assistant should then document the field log with the appropriate
information
Removal with nail gun only:
o
Place crowbar under 1 side
o
Lift it up
o
Remove nails with the crowbar
o
Place nails in the coffee can
Removal with asphalt AND nail gun:
o
Take the box cutter and slice along each side of the Hi-Star cover
o
Place crowbar under 1 side
o
Lift it up
o
Remove nails with the crowbar
o
Place nails in the coffee can
- Hi-Star team then picks up the flagger
- The entire crew then proceeds to each sign location for pick up.
- YOU MUST GO TO END OF THE ROAD AND TURN AROUND SO THAT YOU
ARE GOING IN THE FLOW OF TRAFFIC WHEN PULLING OVER TO COLLECT
EQUIPMENT! YOU MUST ALSO STOP THE VAN IN FRONT OF THE SIGN!
- Use the following instructions for breaking down the signs:
o
Unscrew the top knob
o
Slide orange bar (on sign) out of silver slot
o
Release orange bars from the 2 black boxes by pressing the release
o
Roll sign
o
Unscrew bottom knob to release stand bars
o
Press pins located on each silver leg
o
Slide leg extensions inwards
o
Fold legs upwards to store
o
Place stands in the trash bin
o
Place signs in van
After Run:
- Return equipment to room 117 in Brackett Hall
- Driver should return van to Lowry Hall
- Document mileage in both mileage logs
- If Hi-Stars were retrieved then download data (see downloading data in Hi-Star manual)
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Charging the Hi-Star:
1. Insert the pronged end of the cord into the NC-97 Hi-Star.
2. Plug the opposite end into the surge protector.
*Note: Inserting cords for the charging of the Hi-Stars in this order is critical to prevent
data loss.
3. Let the Hi-Star charge for 12 hours (Hi-Star will automatically stop charging
when full).
4. Unplug the cord from the surge protect after 12 hours.
5. Unplug the pronged end of the cord from the Hi-Star.
*Note: Removing cords for the charging of the Hi-Stars in this order is critical to prevent
data loss.
6. Battery can be discharge from Highway Data Management software by going to
Utilities, then Battery, and then Discharge.
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Programming the Hi-Star:
1. Plug the Hi-Star Unit into the IP-10A Interface Adapter and connect to computer.

(IP-10A Interface Adapter)
*Note: If IP-10A Adapter is already connected to the computer, disconnect before
plugging into the Hi-Star.

2. Open the Highway Data Management Program (“Launch HDM.exe”).
3. Select Communications from the menu bar. Then select Program HISTAR.
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4. Click “Next” after you receive the Action Required dialog box to connect the HiStar.

5. Select the proper Serial Port on the following dialog box. As well, if sequential
data is desired, the proper sequential data field must be selected. Then click
“Next.”

*Note: Short Sequential Studies store a timestamp, temperature, vehicle count, and
surface condition (Wet/Dry). Headway is calculated in the software.
*Note: Long Sequential Studies store a timestamp, temperature, vehicle count, surface
condition (Wet/Dry), Length, and Speed. Headway is calculated in the software.
*Note: Long Sequential is typically selected.
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6. The Highway Data Management program will then recognize the Unit Type,
Serial Number, and the Battery Voltage. Then click “Next.”

*Note: Battery indicator will be in yellow font if battery voltage is too low to use.
*Note: Check battery voltage before programming or placing. See Table for Voltages and
Actions.
Battery Charge Table (From HDM Manual)
Measured Voltage

Battery Condition

Required Action

NC47, NC97
4.45V and up

Potential problem with units
battery charging system

4.20V - 4.44V
3.95V – 4.19V
3.87V– 4.18V

100% charged
90% charged
75% charged

3.81V – 3.87V

50% charged

3.75V – 3.81V

30% charged

3.74V and below

15% charged or less
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Run discharge utility, then recharge. If
high voltage persists return unit to
vendor.
None
None
None
Ok to program. Not recommended for
studies longer than 2 days.
Strongly recommend recharging before
programming. Not recommended for
studies longer than 1 day.
Do not program until the unit is
recharged.

7. Input information into the proper data fields and change the time and date fields to
desired settings. Then click “Next.”

*Note: Street Field needs direction using cardinal or intermediate direction (i.e. NB,
NEB, etc.)
*Note: Lane is numbered from the centerline to the shoulder of road where one (1) is
the closest to the centerline and two (2) is the next closest to centerline and so on.
*Note: If multiple computers are used, be sure to synchronize the clocks so that
collections will be the same.
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8. A confirmation dialog box will appear and give warnings. Click “Finish” to
finalize the programming.

9. Then wait while the Hi-Star is being programmed.
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10. Disconnect the Hi-Star Unit from the IP-10A Interface Adapter. This must be
done before clicking “Cancel.”

11. Click “Cancel” to complete programming.
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Downloading Data from the Hi-Star:
***Make sure adaptor is unplugged from computer before beginning, or data will
be erased***
1. Plug the Hi-Star Unit into the IP-10A Interface Adapter and connect to
computer.
*Note: See Programming the Hi-Star for connection images.
2. Open the Highway Data Management Program.
3. Create a new Catalog by going to File, New. Title the catalog with the
“Current Date – Street Name and Direction”
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4. Select Communications from the menu bar. Then select Read HISTAR.

5. A dialog box will open prompting which communication port to look for the
Hi-Star. Select the proper port and click “OK”.
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6. Click “OK” after the HDM prompts to ensure that the Hi-Star is plugged in.
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6. Wait while the data transfers from the Hi-Star to the computer. This may take
a few minutes.

7. Disconnect the Hi-Star from the adapter before clicking okay on the prompt
menu.

Then click “OK”.
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8. Close the Communications dialog box by clicking “Cancel”.

9. Downloading Complete. Data can now be analyzed.
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Analyzing Data from the Hi-Star:
1. Open the Highway Data Management Program.
2. Select File – Open to bring up list of data that has been downloaded.

3. Select the data set you wish to analyze.
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4. Highlight the data set you want to analyze by clicking in the grey area below
the “*” column.

5. For Reports, on the menu bar select Reports – (desired type of report). (This
example is Date/Time/Volume/Average Speed/Temperature Report)
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6. A new program window will open with the data shown.

*You can now Print Report, Export Report (using Acrobat, Excel, Word, etc.), Refresh,
scroll through page by page, go to the last page, or Search Text.
7. For graphs, on the menu bar select Graph – (desired type of report). (This
example is Speed/Volume graph)
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8. A new program window will open with the graph shown.

9. All data can also be manipulated in Microsoft Access by opening the file
through the root directory.
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Work Zone Safety – Team Operations
Marking Roadside Locations:
-Pull van to side of road where Hi-Star should be placed
-Mark Hi-Star location with “H” on road edge using fluorescent paint
-Measure SSD (see Stopping Sight Distance table) from the “H” to the flagger position
-Mark flagger position with “F” on road edge using fluorescent paint
-Measure SSD from the “F” to the flagger sign position
-Mark flagger sign position with a dash on road edge using fluorescent paint
-Measure 500’ from the dash to the be prepared to stop sign position
-Mark be prepared to stop sign position with a dash on road edge using fluorescent paint
-Measure 500’ from the dash to the road work ahead sign position
-Mark road work ahead sign position with a dash on road edge using fluorescent paint

Stopping Sight Distance Table:
Speed
[mph]
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75

SSD
[ft]
115
155
200
250
305
360
425
495
570
645
730
820
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Work Zone Operations:
When placing signs, pull van between first two sign locations (“Road Work Ahead” and
“Be Prepared to Stop”). Two people take the “Road Work Ahead” sign and stand to the
proper location, walking single file. Have one person set up the stand, away from the
roadway, while the other person watches traffic. Once stand is setup, the person holding
the sign should assemble the sign while the other person watches traffic. When the sign
is ready, have one person put the sign into the stand while the other person looks for
traffic. The other two people should take the “Be Prepared to Stop” sign and stand to the
location, walking single file. It is important that these two people constantly look over
their shoulder to see any and be alert to any traffic. They should follow the same steps as
the other group to set up the sign.
Both teams should get back into the van and drive to the next location (past “Flagger”
sign location). Two people should get out and set up the sign in the same manner as
described above. Once the sign is set up, the designated flagger should get the stop/slow
paddle, whistle, and hardhat and travel to the flagger position (labeled “F” on road). The
whistle should then be placed in the flagger’s mouth until the roadwork is complete.
The rest of the crew should proceed to the HiStar location. Park the van completely off
of the roadway and place the four cones behind the van. The person placing the HiStar
should take the Hilti case out of the van. The others should get the crowbar (for removal
of HiStars) and the HiStars and covers.
When the work crew is ready to go into the road, blow the whistle once and give the
“going into road” gesture and wait for approval by the flagger. The flagger will then stop
traffic. Once traffic is stopped, the flagger will raise his/her hard hat to show it is safe to
go into the roadway.
Going into the Road

The work crew will then proceed onto the road and deploy the HiStar into the road. In
the event of an unforeseen occurrence that would prohibit the work crew from
completing application of the HiStar or the road tape the crew will blow whistle once and
give the flagger the “incomplete work” sign. The work crew will then proceed to a safe
distance off of the road until they are ready to complete the job. At this point the work
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crew will blow the whistle once and give the “going into road” gesture once again. When
traffic is again stopped, the work crew can proceed with the work.
Incomplete Work

In the event of a car passing the flagger while the work crew is still in the road, the
flagger will then blow whistle repeatedly and give the “problem” gesture to warn the
work crew of the moving vehicle. The work crew will then get off of the road as quickly
as possible.
Problem

Once the work crew has completed deploying the HiStar and covering it with asphalt tape
they will blow their whistle once and give the “work complete” gesture. At this point the
flagger will wait for the work crew to get to a safe distance off of the road before they
allow traffic to pass.
Work Complete
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Traffic Control for Flagger:
-Stand on the side of the road with paddle sign parallel to the road.
-Do not stand in road ever!
-Turn paddle sign perpendicular to road in stop position once Hi-Star team is ready to
enter roadway.
-When oncoming traffic appears, make a stop signal with your hand by holding your
palm towards the oncoming traffic (if using strobe paddle, press strobe button until first
car in line stops).
-After the first car has stopped, you may step closer to the edge of the road so that traffic
further back can see you.
-Continue facing the stopped traffic.
-Do not converse with anyone!
-Once Hi-Star team is out of the roadway: move away from edge of road, turn paddle to
slow, and motion the stopped traffic to move.
-Once traffic clears cross road and wait to be picked up by van.
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Roadside Set Up:
-Pull van to side of road past first dash where road work ahead sign is to be placed.
-Set up road work ahead sign so that it faces oncoming traffic.
-Proceed up the road.
-Pull van to side of road past second dash where be prepared to stop sign is to be placed.
-Set up be prepared to stop sign so that it faces oncoming traffic.
-Proceed up the road.
-Pull van to side of road past third dash where flagger sign is to be placed.
-Set up flagger sign so that it faces oncoming traffic.
-Proceed up the road.
-Pull van to side of road past the “F” where the flagger is to stand.
-Flagger exits van with stop/slow paddle and hard hat.
-Proceed up the road.
-Pull van to side of road past the “H” where the Hi-Star is to be placed or removed.
-Hi-Star team exits van with appropriate tools, sets out three cones and displays flashing
safety light on rear of vehicle.
-Final set up should look as follows:

500’
(W21-4)

500’
(W20-7b)

SSD
(W20-7a)
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SSD

Hilti Gun Safety:
-Always wear safety glasses.
-If it does not fire, wait 10 seconds, try another shot; if that does not work, remove
booster strip and discard strip.
-If nail shoots through washer, take booster strip out of nail gun. Knock washer off using
a crowbar. Use rod in Hilti case to push piston back into nail gun. Put a new nail in,
and insert the booster strip.
-Always pick up discard pieces before leaving roadway (i.e. washers, spare nails, etc.)
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Roadside Break Down:
- Signs should be picked up in the reverse order that they were placed.
- From Hi-Star location, van should drive towards flagger location.
- When safe to pull to the side of the road the flagger is on, do so.
- Pick up flagger and “flagger” sign.
- Continue down the road to the “Be Prepared to Stop” sign.
- When safe to pull to the side of the road the sign is on, do so.
- Pick up “Be Prepared to Stop” sign.
- Continue down the road to the “Road Work Ahead” sign.
- When safe to pull to the side of the road the sign is on, do so.
- Pick up “Road Work Ahead” sign.
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Refueling Instructions
- If necessary, drive to Facilities (located off Fort Hill Street, across from Stadium Suites
and behind Fike) and fill up the gas tank.
o
Take the orange key and place it in the meter device by the pump.
o
Enter code 4019
o
Then enter odometer reading. (Sometimes there will be an error message; just reenter odometer reading)
o
Enter pump number
o
Follow the instructions on the display
- After fill-up is complete, ensure you put the orange key back in the console
- If gas is low in the van when out in the field:
o
First try to find the credit card in the van and charge gas to it.
o
If you cannot find the credit card in the van to pay for emergency gas, one of the
team members should pay out of pocket and give the receipt to Dr. Ogle or Dr.
Brooks for reimbursement.
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